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Commodities swoon as Trade wars escalate
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Commodities Swoon as Trade Wars escalate
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 The so-called trade wars between the US and China have ramped up
significantly in recent days with a series of tit-for-tat levies being announced.
The latest move from Beijing has targeted the agricultural sector with tariffs
and Soybean and Corn futures have both been hit almost immediately in the
market reaction. Soybean futures for May fell more than 3% in less than an
hour with the move posing a serious threat to demand as US exports to China
of the crop last year were more than $12B.

 There has been a lot of rhetoric surrounding trade wars for some time
now, but the transformation of these threats into actions in recent days is
alarming and is clearly roiling markets.

 Looking to historic precedents for tariffs, the 25% level remains relatively
small compared to the 100% or higher that Reagan and other administrations
imposed on Japanese products in the 1980s and 1990s but there is every
chance that today’s developments don’t represent the high-water mark.
Other goods may well be drawn into this, as well as the possibility of a higher
than 25% levy being implemented going forward.



World Central Bank Rates
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Global Economic calendar – April 2018
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(All timings in IST)



Precious-Metals Review of March

 Central banks were net buyers of gold in February and are likely to remain so.
Russia added 22.8 tons of gold to its official reserves, following purchases of 18.9
tons in January, and 224 tons last year, the 11th straight year of additions. Turkey
also continues to add significantly to its gold reserves, buying 8.8 tons in
February, following additions of 17.5 tons in January and 86 tonnes in 2017.

 Gold prices pared gains as tariff fears may abate given the expectations that
ongoing negotiations between US administration and China will facilitate a
resolution to trade issues. Although tariffs are announced by both sides, they are
working in order to gain concessions from each other.

 In the latest, Trump administration has issued details with regard to its $50 billion
tariff levy on Chinese products. The administration announced 25% tariffs on some
1,300 industrial technology, trans-port and medical products, including
chemicals, TV sets, motor vehicle parts and electronic components.
Interestingly, the tariff list has excluded many consumer electronics products such
as cell-phones, laptops, clothing and footwear, providing a sigh of relief for
American consumers. Publication of the list will now start a public comment
period scheduled for May 15 and is expected to last around two months, after
which time a final determination on the list will be made.
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Gold forges its Best Run since 2011
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 Gold prices rose 1.7% in first quarter of 2018, following a 1.8% gain in the
final three months of last year. The rise comes even as the Federal Reserve
has been pulling the trigger consistently on U.S. interest rates and despite
Wednesday falling by the most since July.



COMEX Gold volume hits records
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 Meanwhile, trading activity in the metal has also soared. Volume on the
COMEX exchange, the biggest futures market, hit a record 23 million
contracts in the first quarter.



Funds build record Silver Net Short
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 Silver CFTC Non-Commercial Net Positions are negative since last 1
month, which suggests that funds are bearish ever in last 5 years.



Precious Metals Pre-review for April

 Protectionism, geopolitical tensions, equities volatility and an
expected spike in inflation are deemed to be the main factors
pushing prices of gold. China imposed extra tariffs of up to 25
percent on 128 US products including frozen pork, as well as wine
and certain fruits and nuts, in response to new US duties
on imports of aluminum and steel from the country.

 The trend is up in gold, but all we’ve been seeing lately is investor
willingness to buy the market on weakness. The true test of its
strength will come when it tests the last main top at $1362. Taking
out this level could generate the upside momentum needed to
breakout over previous tops at $1370 and $1375. However, this will
only occur if investors are willing to buy strength.
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Outlook on Base Metals
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 In last week of March, the whole Base metals pack climbed across the
board, except Aluminium. The month ending rally was mainly lifted by a
rebound on hopes that a trade war between top metals consumer China
and the United States may be avoided. Compare to other metals, Nickel
was the sharp performer during last week of March.

 Nickel and Zinc prices were almost supported after report showed that
global crude steel output which rose 3.5% in Feb from the same month a
year ago. While Copper & Aluminium both faced some strong selling
pressure during the previous month due to heavy jump in warehouse
inventories.

 However MCX Lead commodity prices become more volatile in last week
of the March’18 month between 155.50 to 158 level. On the other-side
the LME Lead prices faced some selling pressure mainly after the release
of mine capacity data from ILZSG, they had reported that Lead mine
capacity in 2018 might increase by 123000T. Thus, it had creates some
weak sentiments in the mind of bull traders.
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Base-Metals Review of March



LME Copper inventories surge to 4-year high
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 Copper inventories stored in Shanghai Futures Exchange warehouses have
jumped more than 90 percent this year and are at the highest level in 11
months, while Comex copper stockpiles are up 10 percent. Taken
together, the year-to-date surge in global exchange inventories is the
strongest in terms of tonnage in data going back to 2003.



Copper Bulls running out of steam
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 Copper prices cool
off from its recent
pick during
march’18 month
as Hedge funds
had decrease their
longs in it during
last week of march
month. While on
the data side as
per Chinese
custom trade
data, China's
refined copper
imports fell 1.8%
in February to
229,611 tonnes.

 On the otherside, the Copper prices have been hurt by unceremonious exits
from the White House, triggering concerns regarding diplomacy in the world’s
biggest nation.



Aluminium underperforms in Base-Metals pack 

 In Previous month the major Global trade policies formally shifted towards
protectionism. Going forward, the immediate risk is whether trade partners seek
to retaliate in equal and proportional measures – giving rise to some sort of ‘Tit-
for-Tat’ Trade Battle. On the opposite side the China responded to Trump’s Section
232 tariffs on steel and aluminium imports by announcing plans to impose tariffs
on approximately $3 billion worth of US-origin goods, including seamless steel
pipes and aluminium scrap.
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 In march month
the Aluminum had
fallen enough to
reflect supply and
trade war risks.

 As well as per
recent Chinese
custom trade
data, the
aluminum imports
slids 47%.



 Nickel demand is likely to have a setback in near time as Asian battery
makers are currently turning to early-stage cobalt projects in Australia and
Canada to lock in supplies of the critical battery ingredient ahead of
expected shortages as demand for electric vehicles. On the other side the
upside may have some limited action as the inventory levels in LME which
suggests ample availability in the supply side of global market. however
from technical chart & fundamental perspective reason Nickel prices may
test 14K level in short term & we keep our view intact with Buy on Dipsa
and on the downside 13,000 level may act as support zone.

 As per recent I.L.Z.S.G. data, it is expected that Lead mine capacity in 2018
might increase by 123000T. In 2017, January to December, the lead market
had an output deficit of 165000T, compared with a surplus of 16000T in
the previous year. We expect LME Lead prices may move in range of $2350
to $2440 in coming month, due to mix fundamentals cues & lack of steady
buying from the side of bulls.
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Base metals Preview for April



 As per I.L.Z.S.G. latest report, it is expected that Zinc mine capacity in 2018
might increase by 880000 T. In China, refined Zinc imports surged massive
by 151% in month of February whereas exports flowing out of country also
increased by 21%. Separately, Global crude steel output rose 3.5 percent
in February from the same month a year ago, as mills in top producer
China boosted output despite signs of a mounting surplus and trade
tensions between Beijing and Washington. In China, metals inventories
have built despite pollution controls that curbed factory output.

 Aluminum prices are trading near to 3Month’s lower levels on the
expectations of rising Chinese production in coming weeks due to the
expiration of the country's winter pollution controls. We expect LME
Aluminium prices may remain under pressure overall, while upside kept
limited till $2100 level, however due to weak fundamental cues aluminium
prices may gets some support around $1900 level on the downside.
Overall due to weak fundamental cues & risk-off sentiments we keep our
view bearish for the upcoming trading session.
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Base metals Preview for April



 After 26th Dec’18, we witnessed of selling pressure in Copper prices due to
ample amount of rising inventory supply. Although Chinese & U.S. trade
war concerns plays a main role behind the recent weakness in Copper
prices. Increasing tensions have sent jitters through financial markets as
investors see dire consequences if the world's two largest economies start
erecting trade barriers. We expect range bound trade in Copper between
$6800 to $6600 price range.
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Base metals Preview for April



Outlook on Energy
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Crude Oil Review of March
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 Crude oil production across OPEC slumped by 170,000 bpd last
month to 32.04 million bpd. This is the lowest daily production rate in
the cartel since April 2017, when it pumped 31.9 million bpd.

 Yet once again the drop was not the result of a conscious effort.
Venezuela’s production continued to fall, shedding another 100,000
bpd in March, which made the struggling South American economy
the main—if unwilling—contributor to the OPEC production decline.

 Venezuela pumped 1.51 million bpd last month, versus its OPEC
quota of 1.97 million bpd. The country’s cumulative cut as of March
stood at 557,000 bpd, versus a pledge cut of just 95,000 bpd.

 Algeria was another contributor to the production decline, with
output there falling by 40,000 bpd to 1 million bpd as field
maintenance season kicked in. Libya was also an unwilling participant
in the overall decline, with production there slipping below 1 million
bpd on field outages.



CFTC Crude Oil Positions losing momentum
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 Net speculative
length is losing
momentum, foll
owing
weakening
interest in black
gold.

 Rising
equities, rising
yields, hawkish
U.S monetary
policy and
increasing
commodity price
reminds me
a recent market
crush.



Crude Oil Preview of April
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 After three months of steady output, Russia’s crude oil production
increased in March to 10.97 million bpd, the highest level since April
2017, as the top two Russian companies boosted their production.

 Russia’s pledge in the OPEC/non-OPEC deal is to shave off 300,000
bpd from its October 2016 level, which was the country’s highest
monthly production in almost 30 years—11.247 million bpd.

 Bahrain announced a few days ago the biggest crude oil discovery in
its history that will “dwarf” its current reserves. The huge discovery in
west Bahrain, named Khalij Al-Bahrain Basin, is estimated to hold
more than 80 billion barrels of oil. Before the latest oil
discovery, Bahrain was estimated to have proved reserves of just 125
million barrels of crude.

 It seems WTI Crude Oil will continue to trade in range of $62-66 in
April getting support from falling OPEC production and getting
headwind from rising Russia and US production

https://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/inline-images/56aa759dc08a80e3098bce58-750-375.jpg?itok=4JqA-vm4


Outlook on Agri Commodities
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News and Updates
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 Centre approved the procurement of 400,000 tn of Chana from Rajasthan while
procurement of Chana under the price support scheme is already underway in
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.

 India imported about 8.93 lt of Chana during Apr-Dec, up by 112% compared the last year
imports. The imports were mostly done from Australia.

 The Centre has approved the procurement of 800,000 tn of mustard in Rajasthan and also
allow procurement of 237,250 tn of mustard Haryana.

 COOIT pegs 2017-18 Mustard/Rapeseed output at 7.2 mln tn vs 6.9 mln tn a yr ago on
higher yield.

 NAFED buys 123 ton Mustard Seed in the markets of Rajasthan, Haryana at Rs 4,000/quintal

 As per SEA meal export data, for Apr-Feb period, 5.3 lt exported, up from 2.1 lt last year for
same period.

 NAFED sells 37,763 tn Soybean in Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Telangana, holds stock of 34,694
tn as on Mar 20.

 Madhya Pradesh government to discontinue Bhavantar Bhugtan Yojana for Chana, Masur
and Mustard.

 Cotton planting in India may fall 12% in 2018-19 crop year since pink bollworm infestation
undermined farmers' incomes – Reports.



Fundamental Outlook and View on Soybean
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 Soybean futures traded with bearish sentiments in the month of March on profit booking at
higher levels. However, it witnessed some recovery from lower levels supported by strong
domestic fundamentals.

 Bearish USDA monthly Demand-Supply report in the month of March pressurized the prices
at higher levels.

 The Buenos Aires Grain Exchange (BAGE) trimmed its 2017-18 Soybean output forecast for
Argentina by 2.5 million tons to 39.5 million tons in March compared to 41 million tons
estimated in February on report of crop damages in North eastern area.

 According to the latest report released by the USDA, China’s Soybean imports in 2018/19
are estimated to be around 100 MMT compared to imports of 97 MMT in 2017/18.

 Prices of Soybean in domestic market were also supported by buying at lower level in
anticipation of Madhya Pradesh government scrapping price difference scheme for bean
also.

 Looking at the Over all fundamentals of the commodity, We expects prices to find support
at lower levels.

 We expect Soybean futures to resume with its northward journey in near term while near
term contract is expected to cross Rs.4000/quintal mark very comfortably in short term.

 We advise short-medium term traders to accumulate their long positions on every
downside.



Technical Outlook on Soybean
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 Above mentioned, Soybean NCDEX (Apr) weekly chart, Indicates that prices are in consolidation
face after a strong upside run up.

 It is likely to give break out of this consolidation range and extend its gains to test the resistance
of downward sloping trend channel on strong buying momentum. As per the downward sloping
trend channel next resistance levels comes around Rs.4000/quintal levels.

 Looking at the current Technical structure, we expect it to trade in a range for some time before it
resume its northward journey once again.

 We do not expect prices to fall below Rs.3500/quintal levels.

 We advise long term traders to hold their bullish positions and accumulate more on every profit
booking for the ultimate price targets of Rs.4000/quintal and Rs.4200/quintal in near term.

Soybean (Weekly)



Cotton Complex Prices Outlook

 Cotton complex commodities traded with selling pressure in the month of March tracking
bearish global prices.

 Cocudakl prices continued with its bearish sentiments through out the month of March on
slow demand. We expect Cotton complex commodities to resume it’s northward journey in
the month of April supported by strong domestic fundamentals and firm global prices.

 Looking at the current Scenario and production estimates we expect demand-supply
mismatch to widen in coming months which may support the recovery in prices at lower
levels.

 The CAI has pegged India’s Cotton exports at 55 lakh bales in the ongoing 2017-18 (Vs 63 lakh
bales ) while domestic consumption at 330 lakh bales, which are 10 lakh bales higher than in
February.

 India's Cotton output may slide to 362 lakh bales in 2017-18: CAI.

 The carryover stock at the end of this season on September 30, 2018 is estimated to be 22
lakh bales which is lower by 20 lakh bales than the previous closing stock of 42 lakh bales
estimated in the previous month.

 Improved industrial buying and limited availability of quality Cotton at physical market likely
to support Cotton prices at lower levels.

 We expect Cotton futures to gain more in compression to Kapas and Cocudakl prices in the
month of March tracking firm ICE Cotton futures prices.

28



Technical Outlook on Cotton Complex
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 Above mentioned, Kapas NCDEX (Apr) weekly chart, Indicates recovery from lower levels.

 By Applying Fibonacci Retracement on the same, we can see that prices are getting good support around
retracement levels of 78.6% and trying to make bottom around the same.

 We expect Kapas NCDEX (Apr) futures to find strong support between 78.6%- 100% retracement levels
i.e. Rs.893 – Rs.850/20 K.g and bounce back from the said levels to test resistance of Rs.930 and Rs.955/
20 K.g once again.

 Above mentioned , Cotton MCX (Apr) weekly chart, indicates strong recovery in prices from support of
upward sloping trend line.

 We expect prices to extend gains from current levels and to test the resistance of downward sloping
trend channel which comes above Rs.21400/ bales levels. Sustaining above the same buying momentum
likely to accelerate till Rs.21800/ bales levels.

 Looking at the current technical structure we do not expect any major downfall in the prices in the
month of April.

(Kapas)

(Cotton)



Outlook on Jeera
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 Jeera futures prices extended with its down fall in the month of March as well tracking bumper crop
expectations in current season.

 The Federation of Indian Spices Stakeholders (FISS) projected India's 2017-18 jeera output at 6.92 million
bags, up 19% on year on back of higher acreage and favourable weather.

 Jeera sowing in Gujarat jumped nearly 38% to 382,700 hectares, data from Gujarat Agriculture
Directorate showed.

 Data from Agmarknet showed Jeera arrivals in Gujarat during March 1-20 at 37,767 ton as against
31,239 ton a year ago.

 We expect prices to extend some downside before it resumed with its uptrend. However, it sharp fall is
likely to get cushion on expectations of good demand for new crop from exporters.

 Next crucial support for prices seen at Rs.13000/quintal levels. We don’t recommend fresh selling from
current levels. Traders can look for the opportunity to accumulate long position on dips.

(Monthly)
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